
Pre-Production Planning Document (MONTAGE) 
 
 

GENERAL INFO 
 

1. Your Name: Derick 
2. PROJECT:  Montage of Point Pleasant and Belmar, NJ  

 

 

CREATIVE BRIEF 
 

1. What must it be? 
 

A 1-3-minute-long montage video that showcases the Jersey Shore. Specifically, I am trying to highlight the 
beaches, boardwalks, and city-life of Point Pleasant and Belmar, NJ. 

 
2. Who is it for? 

 
My graduate interactive media course, ICM508. This includes my professor and my classmates as well as 
anyone who may view my work on my blog, where I post all of my work. 

 
3. How long must it be? 

 
A minimum of 1 minute to a maximum of 3 minutes long.  

 
4. What is your objective with the piece? 

 
My objective with this piece is to paint the Jersey shore as a place filled with unique memories, culture, and 
destinations that is often overlooked due to the negative stereotype that “Jersey is America’s armpit.”  

 
5. When is it due? 

 
By the end of Module 4, which would be June 17, 2018.  

 
6. What is the overall idea? 

 
The overall idea is to interview native Jersey born and raised people about their experiences, memories, and 
thoughts about the Jersey shore. I will intercut those interviews with montage clips of the Jersey shore 
itself, specifically of Point Pleasant and Belmar, New Jersey. The montage is aimed to be fun and 
lighthearted while encapsulating the spirit of the Shore (i.e. how it feels to spend a day or even a weekend 
at any beach along the Jersey shoreline). 

 
7. What is the storyline summary? 
 
The story of this montage would begin with an opening series of quick cuts showing a group of friends 
getting ready to go to the beach and packing up a car with beach essentials. Following that would begin a 
series of interviews of 4-5 people discussing their favorite memories of the Jersey shore, favorite activities 
to do at the beach, and favorite locations at the beach (i.e. specific spots on a certain beach, restaurants). 



These interviews, which will also be shot, will be intercut with either A-roll or B-roll depending on what the 
interviewee is saying. A-Roll would be if a specific restaurant or spot is mentioned (and hopefully, I could 
potentially acquire footage of the interviewees at those locations) while B-roll could be kids playing on the 
beach, waves crashing down, or seagulls stealing food to name a few examples. The story itself will follow 
the progression of spending a day at the beach so the questions I ask as the interviewer will be tailored to 
create a narrative for each interview. Thus, I can pick the best parts of each interview and create the 
“perfect day at the Jersey shore”.  

 
 

8. Elevator pitch: 
 
Are you tired of hearing that New Jersey is the armpit of America? Are you tired of Long Islanders claiming 
the Sound and the Hamptons are where “it’s at” Even worse, are you tired of Massachusetts natives 
boasting that Cape Cod has the best beaches in the Northeast? Well here’s the montage that will finally 
prove to all the naysayers and haters of Jersey why the Jersey shore is, without a doubt, home to best 
beaches on the East Coast. Follow a group of friends and their experiences about spending the perfect day 
at the Jersey shore.  

 
9. Tagline: 

 
“Everyone else goes to the beach. We go down the shore”  

 
 

10. Look and feel description (including “pacing”): 
 

The look and feel of this montage is definitely going to be like a road-trip music video. I really want to 
capture the essence of a shore day so I want the video to portray a summer-time beach vibe first and 
foremost. The footage will have a grainy, almost polaroid-esque look to it while the music will be upbeat 
and tropical. I may do some special effects and do on-screen text as an interviewee says an impactful 
phrase, mimicking lyric videos (which is a form of a music video as well).  
 
In terms of the interview and pacing, since I only have a maximum of 3 minutes to work with, I want to take 
the best snippets of each interview. Each time an interviewee is talking, I’ll lower the music and raise their 
audio. About halfway through their interview footage, I’ll cut to a corresponding shot of footage with their 
narration taking over as audio. Before their narration is completely over, I’ll slowly raise the music again so 
by the time their audio is done, the music will take over and ensure there are no dead spots with audio.  
 
A lot of the actual footage will be cut up into 2-4 second clips, which should be long enough to understand 
what is going on but also allow for the maximum amount of coverage of the location I’m doing this project 
on.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 



QUESTIONS / NOTES 
 
SUBJECT: 

1. Why did you choose this location? 
a. I chose this location for a variety of reasons. One, I want to find an excuse to go to the beach. 

Two, and more importantly, I want to attempt to shine some light on the Jersey shore 
stereotype. And three, the Jersey shore is a place that is of high value to me and I’ve never 
been given a chance to incorporate it in my work.  

2. Location ideas: 
a. Belmar, NJ 
b. Point Pleasant, NJ 
c. Jenkinson’s Beach/Boardwalk (Point Pleasant, NJ) 
d. Long Branch, NJ 
e. Pier Village (Long Branch, NJ) 

 
 
NARRATION/HOST: 

3. Who will lead us through the piece? 
a. The idea for narration is to use the responses that the interviewees give during their interviews 

as a way to form a cohesive story/narrative for a viewer to follow along. Their responses will be 
directed to showcase their favorite moments and activities to do at the beach, from the 
moment they get to the beach to the moment they leave. 

4. Narration ideas: 
a. Depending on the amount of people I am able to interview, anywhere from 3-5 different 

interviewee narrations. 
b. The music and sound can also serve as a subtle auditory guide by the emotions and thoughts 

they can bring to mind.  
 
MUSIC: 

1. What is overall “mood” and “feel” of the piece? 
a. The overall mood and feel to the piece is supposed to be lighthearted, fun, and even 

adventurous. Again, the montage is following a group of friends as they head off to the beach 
so I want to capture the mood/feeling of an exciting beach day. 

2. Music track ideas: 
a. Tropical house (EDM or electric dance music) 
b. House music (another form of EDM) 

 
 
AMBIENT AUDIO: 

1. What is the “location” of the piece?  If we close our eyes, where should we imagine that we are? 
a. The location of the piece is at the beach (or down the shore as someone from Jersey would 

say). This encompasses the beach but also the town in which the beach(es) are located and any 
boardwalks, stores, restaurants, and amusement parks found near the beach. 

2. Ambient audio ideas: 
a. Waves crashing 
b. Seagulls chirping (Do seagulls chirp? Yap? Make annoying sounds?) 
c. Footsteps on a boardwalk + footsteps on the sand 
d. Carnival/boardwalk games being played + people laughing 



e. “Watch the tram car please”  
f. Kids playing and laughing in the sand 
g. Car doors slamming (for intro) 
h. Bags being thrown into a trunk (for intro) 
i. Keys jangling + Ignition being turned on (for intro) 
j. Backpack zipping up (for intro) 
k. Room tone for interviews 

 
 
SOUND EFFECTS: 

1. What sound effects (SFX) would help tell this story?  Why? 
a. Any of the ambient sounds I just listed can help tell the story by adding a much needed texture 

to the video. While there will be several music tracks and narrations over the montage, these 
SFX can be used to really sell the idea that we’re at a beach. 

2. SFX ideas: 
a. Any of the ambient sounds listed above. 
b. Car driving off (for intro) 
c. Marker/pen writing on paper SFX (if I do the GFX of text being written on screen) 
d. Risers/Stings – used to elevate the drama/tension, could work well in tandem before a “drop” 

and a flurry of montage cuts.  
 
 
PERMISSIONS: 

1. Am I allowed to film here?  Do I need permission and/or a permit? 
a. In regards to the beaches and boardwalks that I plan to film on, I do not need explicit 

permission or a permit to use my hand-held camera and tripod. If I decide to film in an actual 
restaurant or at a boardwalk game booth, I simply have to ask permission to film.  

2. Will any people be in my shots?  Do I need permission and/or release forms? 
a. Besides random beach go-ers and passer-byers, the only people in my shots will be the 

interviewees that I interview. All of the interviewees will sign the release forms provided by the 
Quinnipiac University School of Communications.  

 
GENERAL: 

1. What gear do I need to pack and bring with me for the shoot?  Film gear, sunscreen, water, etc. 
a. My camera 
b. My tripod 
c. My shotgun mic 
d. Extra batteries 
e. Camera lens filters 
f. Sound cancelling headphones 
g. Basics like sunscreen, water, and money for parking/food.  

2. How will I transport everything and keep it safe? 
a. I will drive to the beach using my own personal car. I’ll transport my camera/batteries/filters in 

my camera bag and my mic/tripod in my tripod bag.  
3. Are there any potential hazards or complications at this location? 

a. Any potential hazards would be seawater, sand, and the midday sun (when the sun is highest in 
the sky, thus it would be the hottest portion of the day and could cause my camera to 
overheat). 



SCRIPT 
 

Name: Derick Rivas 

Title: Jersey Shore: A Place Unlike Any Other 

 

VIDEO AUDIO 

EXT. DRIVEWAY – MORNING 

 

WS of Jeep, Group of friends walk 

into frame and begin filling up 

back of car with beach supplies. 

 

WS Quick cuts of Jeep filling up 

with beach supplies. 

 

 

WS of Jeep pulling out and leaving 

frame to the left. 

 

GFX Intro/Title appears as Jeep 

leaves frame to the left.  

 

 

 

INT. Interview Room – Interview 1 

 

MS of Interviewee 1 

 

EXT. MONTAGE of CUs, MSs, WSs of 

beach town and beaches. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INT. Interview Room – Interview 2 

 

EXT. MONTAGE of CUs, MSs, WSs of 

beach town, beach, and beach 

activities. 

 

OPTIONAL – Intercut with 

Interviews 1, 3, 4 

 

 

 

 

 

FADE UP: Music Track 1 

FADE UP: Ambient Audio of footsteps 

and car unlocking. 

 

AMBIENT AUDIO/SFX: bags and beach 

supplies being dropped/placed in car. 

 

 

AMBIENT AUDIO/SFX: keys jangling, car 

doors slamming, car ignition, and car 

pulling out.  

 

 

 

 

 

QUESTION 1: What is the Jersey shore? 

 

FADE OUT: Music Track 1 

 

CUT TO: Interviewee 1’s answer 

 

NARRATION: Continuation of 

Interviewee 1’s answer 

 

FADE OUT: Narration 

FADE UP: Continuation of Music Track 

1 

FADE UP: Ambient Audio of beach town 

and beach 

 

 

 

QUESTION 2: What do you like to do at 

the Shore? 

 

FADE OUT: Music Track 1 

 

CUT TO: Interviewee 2’s answer 

 

NARRATION: Continuation of 

Interviewee 2’s answer 

 

FADE OUT: Narration 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INT. Interview Room – Interview 3 

 

MS of Interviewee 3 

 

EXT. MONTAGE of CUs, MSs, WSs of 

boardwalk, stores, and 

food/restaurants. 

 

OPTIONAL – Intercut with 

Interviews 1, 2, 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INT. Interview Room – Interview 4 

 

MS of Interviewee 4 

 

EXT. MONTAGE of CUs, MSs, WSs of 

beach town, beach, boardwalk, 

store, restaurants, activities – 

SUNSET/NIGHTTIME 

 

OPTIONAL – Intercut with 

Interviews 1, 2, 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXT. Group of friends sitting on 

the beach - NIGHT 

 

 

 

 

 

FADE UP: Music Track 2 

FADE UP: Ambient Audio of beach town, 

beach, and beach activities 

*OPTIONAL FADE UP: Narration from 

Interviews 1, 3, 4 

 

 

 

QUESTION 3: What do you do at the 

boardwalk?  

 

FADE OUT: Music Track 2 

 

CUT TO: Interviewee 2’s answer 

 

NARRATION: Continuation of 

Interviewee 2’s answer 

  

FADE OUT: Narration 

FADE UP: Music Track 3 

FADE UP: Ambient Audio of beach town, 

beach, and beach activities 

*OPTIONAL FADE UP: Narration from 

Interviews 1, 2, 4 

 

 

 

QUESTION 4: What does the Jersey 

shore mean to you? 

 

FADE OUT: Music Track 3 

 

CUT TO: Interviewee 2’s answer 

 

NARRATION: Continuation of 

Interviewee 2’s answer 

 

FADE OUT: Narration 

FADE UP: Music Track 4 

FADE UP: Ambient Audio of beach town, 

beach, and beach activities – NIGHT 

*OPTIONAL FADE UP: Narration from 

Interviews 1, 2, 3 

 

 

MUSIC: Music Track 4 

FADE OUT: Ambient Audio of beach 

town, beach, and beach activities – 

NIGHT 

FADE UP: Ambient Audio of group of 

friends laughing and waves crashing 

 



 

Fade to black. 

 

FADE OUT: Music Track 4 and Ambient 

Audio 

STORYBOARDS 
Sketch out a storyboard, in sequential order, for each of the visuals listed in your script above.  Be sure to 
clearly show the kind of shot (i.e. WS - Wide Shot, CU - Close Up, ECU - Extreme Closeup, O/S – Over 
Shoulder), and indicate any camera or subject movement.  You might want to make a note of what this is and 
why this shot is important (i.e. “establishing shot for barn”, “show detail of blue flowers”, “show reflection of 
tree in fountain”, “visitor walking from right to left in frame”, etc.). 
 



Print out and sketch (hand draw) on the separate Storyboard Template document, then scan or snap a photo 
of it to add the completed storyboards here (as JPG files).  Make sure they are in order as the audience will see 
them. 



 
 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 


